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Sarvodaya Enclave Residents’ Welfare Association

CHARCHA

Painting Competition
The young and budding artists
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AINTING COMPETITION was organized on Independence
Day. The competition had three categories. The children
enthusiastically participated in the competion. Ist, 2nd and 3rd prizes
were awarded in each category.
We are thankful to Sujata Khanna, resident of B 106 for judging the
competition.

1st position in Juniors

Sonam | C 186
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1st position in Seniors

Special Consolation Prize to our youngest participant

Suhani Mukherjee | C 128

Avani | C 148

243 Children team up for nks Mutthi Aahaar Campaign
Initiated and funded by NGO Parvaah
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HEN INDIVIDUAL FINGERS come together, they form a
mighty fist. So is the case with children - the strength in their
determination increases tenfold when they all join hands for a cause.
This determination increased further when the chief guest, Shri
Somnath Bharti Jee appreciated the efforts of the kids and applauded
their efforts. He advised the children to make nks Mutthi Aahaar not
just a periodic social welfare campaign but a mass movement in the city.
He also promised that the Delhi government would support the team
Parvaah for this initiative and help promote it in other colonies of
Delhi.Along with him, there were senior officials from the World Bank,
KPMG and teachers from Shri Ram School.
Sunday, 7th August 2016 was a special day for the residents of Sarvodaya
Enclave and Azad Apartments, New Delhi.They witnessed the coming
together of over 243 kids to participate in the nks Mutthi Aahaar drive,
an anti-hunger initiative launched in both colonies simultaneously.The
campaign was started with the purpose of collecting food grains for the
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needy. Ishan Malhotra, a student of Class 10 at
JPIS spearheaded the event along with his
team members namely Karan Agarwal, Sheil,
Yajur & Madhav Mittal. The food collection
drive was followed by a stage show depicting
how hunger is a cause of concern for one &
all.A brilliant show was put up by Shivam and
team. Every child boasted of the strength
they had in their “Mutthi” and read out
slogans loudly - Aao Dekho Do Mutthi Ka
Dum!! One could feel a revolutionary sense
of change in the air!
Special thanks to Manisha Aunty of Shriram
School,Vasant Vihar and the Sarvodya Enclave
Mandir authorities without whose support this
drive would not have been possible.

